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A Study of the History of Education for “Fallen Naval Aviator
Preparatory Course Trainees (Yokaren-kuzure)”:
Focusing on the Student Strike and Stabbing Incident at Akita
Prefectural Yokote Middle School (1945–46)
Shinya  SHIRAIWA
Many youths enlisted before the system of Naval Aviator Preparatory Course Trainees (hereinafter referred
to Trainees) was abolished, but the majority of the enlistees were not sent to battlefield frontlines during World
War II. It was reported that former Trainees were seen as troublemakers in and out of secondary schools when
they returned from the war or were transferred, and they were commonly called “Fallen Trainees (Yokaren-
kuzure)” during the postwar period. After the graduation ceremony at Akita Prefectural Yokote Middle School
on March 27 1946, an incident was reported that a graduate of the school was stabbed to death by an enrolled
student. At that time, newspapers focused their attention on the brutal actions (lynching) inflicted by former
Trainees and regarded them as the cause for the incident. A newspaper article reported that former Trainees
participated in a student strike at Yokote School on October 27 1945. This paper focuses on the student strikes
and the stabbing incident at Yokote School, and clarifies the history and background, and considers the
educational historical meaning of “Yokaren-kuzure”.
Student strikes were rooted in the culture of secondary schools, and brutal actions (lynching) were also based
on Senior student domination formed on the military model, but faded away under the wartime regime. When
demilitarization and democratization were carried out, intense student strikes occurred from October to
November 1945. The strikes were not highly uniform in nature though former Trainees participated based on a
similar dissatisfaction with the attitudes of schools. In 1946, student strikes were not widely reported in
newspapers and the stabbing incident was sensationalized. The incident was reported by various methods as
prescribed to postwar journalism. However, the former Trainees were regarded as “militarists”, lynching as
“militaristic”, and “Yokaren-kuzure” appeared.
“Yokaren-kuzure” which appeared in student strikes and the stabbing incident was located at the nodal point
of “prewar” and “postwar”. However, problems involving culture and the system of secondary schools as
background factors were overlooked.
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